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Sinadot Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 
I Mina 'trentai Singko na Liheslaturan Guahan • JS" Guam Legislature 
Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans Affairs, 
Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

The Honorable Tina Rose Mufia Barnes 
Speaker 
I Mina 'trentai Singko na Liheslaturan Guahan 
163 Chalan Santo Papa 
Hagatfia Guam, 96910 ~ 

VIA: The Honorable Regine Biscoe Lee~ 
Chairperson, Committee on Rules 

May 23, 2019 

RE: Committee Report on Bill No. 86-35 (COR) As amended by the Committee 

Hafa Adai Speaker Mufia Barnes: 

Transmitted herewith is the Committee Report on Bill No. 86-35 (COR) As amended. by the 
Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans' Affairs, Mayors' Council, 
Infrastructure, and Public Transit- "AN ACT TO ADD§ 61541(f) AND A NEW§ 61547 BOTH 
TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE ANNOTATED, RELATIVE TO 
EXTERIOR ON PREMISE SIGN AGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND DEFINING DIGITAL 
SIGNAGE." 

Committee votes are as follows : 

J_ 

Sincerely, 

TO DO PASS 

TO NOT PASS 

TO REPORT OUT ONLY 

TO ABSTAIN 
!"""-""·= 
RE .EIVED 

TO PLACE IN INACTIVE FILE 

1./0 Aspinall Ave. Bridge Pointe Suite 202 Hagatna Guam, 96910 
email: senatorpedo@senator;jJterlaje.com Tel: (67 I) 989-53011 32 I 

i 
'VJ 



Sinadot Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 
I Mina 'trentai Singko na Liheslaturan Guahan • 3S" Guam Legislature 
Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans Affairs, 
Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

COMMITTEE REPORT 

On 

Bill No. 86-35 (COR)- As amended by the 

committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, 

Military and Veterans' Affairs, Mayors' 

Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

Introduced by : Tina Rose Muna Barnes 

"AN ACT TO ADD§ 61541(f) AND A 
NEW § 61547 BOTH TO ARTICLE 5, 
CHAPTER 61, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE 
ANNOTATED, RELATIVE TO 
EXTERIOR ON-PREMISE SIGNAGE 
IN H-RESORT ZONES AND 
DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE." 

1-10 Aspinall Ave. Bridge Poime Suite 202 Hagatna Guam. 969 10 
email: senatorpedo@se11ato1]jJlerlaje.co111 Tel: (671) 989-530 ii 3218 



Sinadot Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 
I Mina 'trentai Singko na Liheslaturan Guahan • 35'" Guam Legislature 
Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans Affairs, 
Mayors ' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

May 23 , 2019 
MEMORANDUM 

To: All Members 
Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans Affairs, 

. Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

From: 

Subject: 

Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 
Committee Chairperson 

Committee Report on Bill No. 86-35 (COR) As amended by the committee 

Transmitted herewith is the Committee Report on Bill No. 86-35 (COR) As amended by 

the Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans' Affairs, Mayors 

Council, Infrastructure, and Public Transit- /1 AN ACT TO ADD § 61541(£) AND A 

NEW§ 61547 BOTH TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE 

ANNOTATED, RELATIVE TO EXTERIOR ON-PREMISE SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT 

ZONES AND DEFINING DIGIT AL SIGNAGE." 

This report includes the following: 
• Copy of COR Referral of Bill No. 86-35 (COR) 
• Copy of COR Re-referral of Bill No. 86-35 (COR) 
• Notices of Public Hearing & Other Correspondence 
• Copy of the Public Hearing Agenda 
• Public Hearing Sign-in Sheet 
• Written Testimonies & Supporting Documents 
• Committee Report Digest 
• Bill No. 86-35(COR) As Introduced 
• Bill No. 86-35 (COR) As amended by the committee 
• Fiscal Note Requirement 
• Committee Vote Sheet 

Please take the appropriate action on the attached vote sheet. Your attention to this matter 
is greatly appreciated. Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate 
to contact me. Si Yu'os Ma'ase ' 

140 Aspina/I Ave. Bridge Pointe Suite 202 Hagatna Guam. 96910 
email: senatorpedo@senato1jpterlaje.com Tel: (671) 989-530 11 32 18 



Senator Amanda L. Shelton. 
Vice Chairperson 

Speaker Tina Rose Muno Barnes. 
Member 

. , 
Vice Speaker Teleno Cruz Nelson. 
Member 

COMMITIEE ON RULES 
SENATOR REGINE BISCOE LEE, CHAIR 

I MINA'TRENTAI S/NGKO NA LIHESLATURAN GUAHAN 
35'H GUAM LEGISLATURE 

Senator Kelly Marsh (Taitono). Ph.D .. 
Member 

Senator Sabino Flores Perez 
Member 

Senator Clynton E. Ridgel 
Member 

May 8. 2019 

MEMO 
To: 

from: 

Re: 

Rennae Meno 
Clerk of the Legislature 

Attorney Julian Aguon 
Legislative Legal Counsel 

Senator Regine Biscoe Lee 
Chairperson, Committee on Rules 

Re-Referral of Bill No. 86-35 (COR) 

Buenos yon Hafo odoi. 

Senator Joe S. Son Agustin. 
Member 

Senator Jose T. Terloje. 
Member 

Senator Therese M. Terloje. 
Member 

Senator Jomes C. Moylan. 
Member 

Senator Mory Camacho Torres. 
Member and 

Chair. Subcommittee on Protocol 

As per my authority as Chairperson of the Committee on Rules, I am foIWarding the re-referral 
of Bill No. 86-35 {COR). 

Please ensure that the subject bill is re-referred to the Committee on Public Safety, Border 
Safety, Military and Veteran Affairs, Mayors Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit, chaired 
by Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje. 

I also request that the same be foIWarded to the prime sponsor of the subject bill. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact Mary Maravilla, Committee 
on Rules Director at 472-246 l. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Respectfully, 

-.i. 

~~~~~~ · ~~~~~~~~ 
GUAM CONGRESS 'RUILDING • 163 CHALAN SANTO PAPA • llAGATNA. GUAM 96910 

Tcle1lhone: (671) 472-2461 • Email a<l<lrcn : co rgu a mlcgia laturc@gmail.com 



Senator Amanda L Shelton. 
Vice Chairperson 

Speaker Tino Rose Mui'la Barnes. 
Member * ' Vice Speaker Teleno Cruz Nelson. 
Member 

COMMITIEE ON RULES 

Senator Kelty Marsh (Toita no). Ph.D .. 
Member 

SENATOR REGINE BISCOE LEE, CHAIR 
f MINA 'TRENT Al S/NGKO NA LIHESLATURAN GUAHAN 

WH GUAM LEGISLATURE 
Senator Sabmo Flores Perez 
Member 

Senator Clynton E. Ridgell 
Member 

May 2, 2019 

MEMO 
To: 

From: 

Re: 

Rennae Meno 
Clerk of the Legislature 

Attorney Julian Aguon 
Legislative legal Counsel 

Senator Regine Biscoe Lee 
Chairperson. Committee on Rules 

Referral of Bill No. 86-35 (COR) 

Buenos yon Hafa adai. 

Senator Joe S. San Agustin. 
Member 

Senator Jose T. Tertoje. 
Member 

Senator Therese M. Terlaje. 
Member 

Senator James C. Moylan. 
Member 

senator Mory Comacho Torres. 
Member and 

Chair. Subcomrrittee on Protocol 

As per my authority as Chairperson of the Committee on Rules and subject to §6.01 (d). Rule 
VI of our Standing Rules, I am forwarding the referral of Bill No. 86-35 (COR). 

Please ensure that the subject bill is referred to the Committee on Health, Tourism, Historic 
Preservation, Land and Justice, chaired by Senator Therese M. Terlaje. 

I also request that the same be forwarded to the prime sponsor of the subject bill. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact Mary Maravilla, Committee 
on Rules Director at 472-2461 . 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. 

Respectfully, 

Se at ine Biscoe Lee 
C airperson, Committee on Rules 

~~, _ ""·I -- ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
GUAM CONGRESS BUILDING • 163 CHALAN SANTO PAPA • HAGATNA, GUAM 96910 

Tclcplionc: {671) 472-2461 • !!mail addrcu : co rgu amlcgislaturc@lgma il.co 111 



G • 
I Senator Pedo Terlaje <senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com> 

by .oog!c 

First Notice of Public Hearing - Tuesday, May 21, 2019 at beginning 3:00 
p.m. 
5 messages 

Senator Pedo Terlaje <senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com> 

To: phnotice@guamlegislature.org 

MEMORANDUM 

To: All Senators, Stakeholders and Media 

From: Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 

Mon, May 13, 2019 at 3:45 
PM 

May 13, 2019 

Chairperson, Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and 

Veterans Affairs, Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

Subject: First Notice of Public Hearing-Tuesday, May 21, 2019 at beginning 3:00 p.m. 

Haf a Adai! 

Please be advised that the Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans 
Affairs, Mayors ' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit, will convene a Public Hearing on 
Tuesday, May 21, 2019 beginning at 3 p.m. 

On the agenda is the following: 



Bill No. 86-35 (COR) AN ACT TO ADD§ 61547 BOTH TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, 
TITLE 21, GUAM CODE ANNOTATED RELATIVE TO EXTERRIOR ON-PREMISE 
SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE. 

The hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel 21, Dacoma Channel 11 7160.4 and 
stream online via I Liheslaturan Guahan s live feed. A recording of the hearing will be available 
online via Guam Legislature Media on You Tube after the hearing. If written testimonies are to be 
presented at the Public Hearing, the author requests that copies be submitted prior to the public 
hearing date and should be addressed to Senator Jose "Pedo " Terlaje. Testimonies may be 
submitted via hand delivery to the Office of Senator Jose "Pedo " Terlaje at 140 Aspinall Avenue, 
Bridge Pointe Bldg. , Suite 202, Hagatf'la, Guam 96910,- to the mail room of the Guam Congress 
Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagatna, Guam,- or via email to 
senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
individuals requiring special accommodations or services should contact the Office of Senator 
Jose "Pedo " Terlaje at (671) 989-5301 or by sending an email to senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje. 
com. 

I look forward to your attendance and paiticipation. 

Si Yu 'os Ma 'ase' 

20190513153653.pdf 
76K 

Champaco-Munoz, Carly <CChampaco@guam.gannett.com> 
To: Senator Pedo Terlaje <senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com> 

Location of the public hearing? 

Carly Champaco-Munoz 

News Assistant 

Pacific Daily News 

PART OF THE USA TODAY NETWORK 

Mon, May 13, 2019 at 4:04 PM 



Office: 671 -4 79-0404 

cchampaco@guampdn .com 

guampdn .com 

[Quoted text hidden] 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "PH notice" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to phnotice+unsubscribe@ 
guamlegislature.org . 

Senator Pedo Terlaje <senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com> 
To : "Champaco-Munoz, Carly" <CChampaco@guam.gannett.com> 

The hearing will convene in the Guam Legislature's public hearing room. 

R, 
Therese Hart 
Policy Analyst 

Sent from my iPhone 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Tom Unsiog <sgtarms@guamlegislature.org> 
To: Senator Pedo Terlaje <senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com> 

Notice is now placed on the legislature's website calendar. ... tom 

[Quoted text hidden] 

[Quoted text hidden] 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Senator Pedo Terlaje <senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com> 
To : Tom Unsiog <sgtarms@guamlegislature.org> 

Thanks Sarge. 

R, 
Therese Hart 

Sent from my iPhone 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Mon , May 13, 2019 at 4:15 PM 

Mon , May 13, 2019 at 4:14 PM 

Mon , May 13, 2019 at 4:58 PM 



Sinadot Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 
I Mina 'trentai Singko 11a Liheslaturan Guahan • 35'" Guam Legislature 
Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans Affairs, 
Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

May 13, 2019 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

HafaAdai! 

All Senators, Stakeholders and Media 

Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 
Chairperson, Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and 
Veterans Affairs, Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

First Notice of Public Hearing-Tuesday, May 21, 2019 at beginning 3:00 p.m. 

Please be advised that the Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans 
Affairs, Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit, will convene a Public Hearing on 
Tuesday, May 21, 2019 beginning at 3 p.m. 

On the agenda is the following: 

Bill No. 86-35 (COR) AN ACT TO ADD§ 61547 BOTH TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, 
TITLE 21, GUAM CODE ANNOTATEDRELATIVE TO EXTERRIOR ON-PREMISE 
SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE. 

The hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel 21, Dacoma Channel 117160.4 and 
stream online via I Lih 'slaturan u ilwn ' lii e (e d A recording of the hearing will be available 
online via Guam Legi ·/ature Media on YouTube after the hearing. If written testimonies are to be 
presented at the Public Hearing, the author requests that copies be submitted prior to the public 
hearing date and should be addressed to Senator Jose "Pedo " Terlaje. Testimonies may be submitted 
via hand delivery to the Office of Senator Jose "Pe do " Terlaje at 140 Aspinall Avenue, Bridge Pointe 
Bldg. , Suite 202, Hagatna, Guam 96910,· to the mail room of the Guam Congress Building, 163 Chalan 
Santo Papa, Hagatfia, Guam; or via email to s 'naiomedo@senatoripterlaje.com. In compliance with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals requiring special accommodations or services should 
contact the Office of Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje at (671) 989-5301 or by sending an email to 
ena!Orpedu@sen 1/orjpterlaje. com. 

I look forward to your attendance and participation. 

Si Yu 'os Ma 'ase' 

1./0 Aspinall Ave. Bridge Pointe Suite]()] Hagama Guam, 9691() 
email: sena/orpedo.-lfsenatol)plerlaje com Tel: (671) 989-53011 321 



G i I Senator Pedo Terlaje <senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com> 
11otCoogf • 

Second Notice of Public Hearing - Tuesday, May 21, 2019 at beginning 3:00 
p.m. 
1 message 

Senator Pedo Terlaje <senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com> 

To: phnotice@guamlegislature.org 

MEMORANDUM 

To: All Senators, Stakeholders and Media 

From: Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 

Sat, May 18, 2019 at 9:55 
AM 

May 18, 2019 

Chairperson, Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military 
and 

Veterans Affairs, Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

Subject: Second Notice of Public Hearing - Tuesday, May 21, 2019 at 
beginning 3:00 p.m. 

Hata Adai! 

Please be advised that the Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and 
Veterans Affairs, Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit, will convene a Public 
Hearing on Tuesday, May 21, 2019 beginning at 3 p.m. in I Liheslaturan Guahan's 
public hearing room. 

On the agenda is the following: 



Bill No. 86-35 (COR) AN ACT TO ADD§ 61547 BOTH TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, 
TITLE 21, GUAM CODE ANNOTATEDRELATIVE TO EXTERRIOR ON-PREMISE 
SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE. 

The hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel 21 , Oacoma Channel 
117160.4 and stream online via I Liheslaturan Guahan's live feed. A recording of the 
hearing will be available online via Guam Legislature Media on YouTube after the 
hearing. If written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, the author 
requests that copies be submitted prior to the public hearing date and should be 
addressed to Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje. Testimonies may be submitted via hand 
delivery to the Office of Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje at 140 Aspinall Avenue, Bridge 
Pointe Bldg. , Suite 202, Hagatfla, Guam 96910; to the mail room of the Guam Congress 
Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagatfla, Guam; or via email to 
senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, individuals requiring special accommodations or services should contact the Office 
of Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje at (671) 989-5301 or by sending an email to 
senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com. 

Si Yu 'os Ma 'ase' 

Second Notice Public Hearing.pdf 
213K 



Sinadot Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 
I Mina 'trentai Singko Na Liheslaturan Guahan • 351

" Guam Legislature 

Email: senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com 
Tel: (671) 989-530113218 

May 18, 2019 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

All Senators, Stakeholders and Media 

Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje 
Chairperson, Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and 
Veterans Affairs, Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

SECOND NOTICE of Confirmation Hearings - Tuesday, May 21, 2019 beginning at 3:00 p.m. 

Buenas yan Ha/a adai, 

Please be advised that the Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans Affairs, 
Mayors ' Council, Tnfrastmcture and Public Transit, will convene Confirmation Hearings on Tuesday, May 
21, 2019 beginning at 3:00 p.m. in I Liheslaturan Guahan 's public hearing room. 

On the agenda is the following: 

Bill No. 86-35 (COR) AN ACT TO ADD§ 61547 BOTH TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, 
TITLE 21, GUAM CODE ANNOTATEDRELATIVE TO EXTERRIOR ON-PREMISE 
SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE. 

The confirmation and public hearings ivill broadcast on local television, GTA Channel 21, Docomo Channel 
117160.4 and stream online via 1 Liheslaturan Guahan 's live fe ed If written testimonies are to be presented at 
the hearings, the committee requests that copies be submitted prior to the hearings date and should be 
addressed to Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje. Testimonies may be submitted via hand delivery to the Office of 
Senator Jose "Pedo " Terlaje at 140 Aspinall Avenue, Bridge Pointe Bldg. , Suite 202, Hagatiia, Guam 96910; 
or to the mail room of the Guam Congress Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagcltiia, Guam; or via email to 
senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals 
requiring special accommodations or services should contact the Office of Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje at 
(671) 989-5301 or by sending an email to senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje. com. 

Si Yu 'os Ma 'ase ' 



I Mina'trentai Singko Na Liheslaturan Guahan 
PH NOTICE LISTSERV 
phnotice@guamlegislature.org 

30thguamyouthcongress@gmail.com cor@guamlegislature.org 
action@weareguahan.com corguamlegislature@gmail.com 

admin2@guamrealtors.com cyrus@senatorperez.org 
admin@bbmr.guam.gov daelene@senatorjpterlaje.com 

admin@guamrealtors.com dan.senatorsa@gmail.com 
admin@weareguahan.com danblas49@gmail.com 

adrian.cruz@guam.gov dcrisost@guam.gannett.com 
agusto.aflague@gmail.com diana.senatorsa@ ail.com 
am800guam@gmail.com divider j jimenez@hotmail.com 

amcborja@£lllail.com dlmorcilla@hotmail.com 
angela@senatorjpterlaje.com dmgeorge@guampdn.com 
ariana. villaverde@guam.gov edelynnl 130@hotmail.com 

artemiorh@gmail.com editor@pacificislandtimes.com 
asantos@guamlecislature.org editor@postguam.com 

assist_editor@glimpsesofguam.com editor@saipantribune.com 
ataligba@gmail.com eduardo.ordonez@clb.guam.gov 

benito.servino@disid.guam.gov efnapoli@ghura.org 
bernice.rivera@guamlegislature.org egrajek@guamlegislature.org 

bertha.duenas@guam.gov ehaimin@guamlegislature.org 
bill.taitingfong@bbmr.guam.gov eo@guamrealtors.com 

bina@ghra.org familianjusto@gmail.com 
bmkelman@guampdn.com fes227 44@gmail.com 

bshringi@moylans.net float51@hotmail.com 
businesseditor@glimpsesofguam.com francescacc.guamlegislature@gmail.com 

carlo.branch@£lllail.com francine@senatorperez.org 
carlo.branch@guamlegislature.org frank.lujan@doa.guam.gov 

carlsonc@pstripes.osd.mil gerard.toves@dol.guam.gov 
cathy.senatorsa@gmail.com gerry@postguam.com 

ccastro@guamchamber.com.gu gerrypartido@gmail.com 
ccharfauros@guamag.org gktv23@hotmail.com 
cepeda.alanj@gmail.com glenn.leonguerrero@dpw.guam.gov 

cfvalencia@guamlecislature.org guam@pstripes.osd.mil 
cgogue@guampdsc.net guamnativesun@yahoo.com 

charlene@senatorperez.org guamprogress@yahoo.com 
chirag.speakertmb@gmail.com hazel.estrellado@guamlegislature.org 

chris@senatorjpterlaje.com Hill.Bruce@abc.net.au 
christine.quinata@takecareasia.com hope.senatorsa@gmail.com 

claudia.acfalle@gsa.guam.gov horeckylaw@teleguam.net 
clerks@guamlegislature.org ian. taitano@guam.gov 

clyntridgell@guamlegislature.org ihernandez@guamlegislature.org 
clyntridgellforsenator@gmail.com info@chinesetimesguam.com 

cme.guam@gmail.com jack.hattig@cltc.guam.gov 
coaa.staff@guamlecislature.org james.mcdonald@cqa.guam.gov 

1 



I Mina'trentai Singko Na Liheslaturan Guahan 
PH NOTICE LISTSERV 
phnotice@guamlegislature.org 

janela.carrera@guam.gov krystal. paco@guam.gov 
iangoco57@gmail.com krystal.senatorsa@gmail.com 

jason@kuam.com kstokish@grnail.com 
jayne.flores@guam.gov kstonews@ite.net 

jbenavente@gpagwa.com lauri.tumaneng@guam.gov 
jean@guamlecislature.org laurie.tumaneng@guam.gov 
jennifer.dulla@guam.gov law@guamag.org 

Jennifer.Winn@mail.house.gov lea.santos@gcec.guam.gov 
jermaine.alerta@gddc.guam.gov legislativecounsel@guamlegislature.org 

jessica@ghra.org lester.carlson@bbmr.guam.gov 
joanaguon@gmail.com life@guampdn.com 

ioanne.senatorsa@gmail.com lifestyleeditor@glimpsesofguam.com 
joe.mesa@wilcastro.com liz.senatorsa@gmail.com 

joe.san.agustin@gvao.guam.gov ljalcairo@gmail.com 
joe.senatorsa@gmail.com llewelyn.senatorsa@gmail.com 

joejmmesa@grnail.com llmatthews@guampdn.com 
joesa@guamlecislature.org lorilee.crisostomo@energy.guam.gov 

ioey.sannicolas@gfd.guam.gov louella@spbguam.com 
john@postguam.com louise.atalig@gmail.com 

johnny.sablan@dca.guam.gov m.salaila@yahoo.com 
johntaoconnor@grnail.com mabuhaynews@yahoo.com 

jon.calvo@guam.gov mahoquinene@guam.net 
ionfernandez@gdoe.net makepeacematthew@gmail.com 

jontalk@l!Illail.com malainse@gmail.com 
ioseph.senatorsa@gmail.com maria.pangelinan@gec.guam.gov 

josh.wilson.guamlegis@gmail.com mark.martinez@guamlegislature.org 
joway97@1!ffiail.com martavictoriapalmertree@gmail.com 

jpmanuel@gmail.com marycamachotorres@gmail.com 
jqlizama@guamcourts.org marycamachotorres@outlook.com 

julian.c.janssen@gmail.com maryfejeran@gmail.com 
juliette@senatorada.org marym@guamlecislature.org 

kaitre97@gmail.com matt.sablan@agriculture.guam.gov 
kate.baltazar@gmail.com mcarlson@guamlegislature.org 

kcharfauros7 4@gmail.com mcbordallo@guamwaterworks.org 
kcn.kelly@l!Illail.com mcogadmin@tele am.net 

keepinginformed.671@gmail.com McPherson.Kathryn@abc.net.au 
kelly. toves@mail.house.gov mcruz@hitradiolOO.com 

kevin.kerrigan@grmc.gu melanie.brennan@dya.guam.gov 
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h Guam Legislature 
Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans Affairs, 
Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

AGENDA 
PUBLIC HEARINGS 

beginning at 
3:00 p.m., Tuesday, May 21, 2019 

I Liheslaturan Guahan 's Public Hearing Room 
Guam Congress Building, Hagatiia 

I. Call to Order 

II. Opening Remarks 

III. Items(s) for Discussion 

IV. Public Hearing: 

• Bill No. 86-35 (COR) AN ACT TO ADD § 61541(f) AND A NEW §61547 BOTH TO 
ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE ANNOTATED, RELATIVE 
TO EXTERIOR ON PREMISE SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND 
DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE. 

V. Closing Remarks/ Announcements 

VI. Adjournment 
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Hafa Adai Speaker Muna-Barnes, Senator Terlaje and Committee Members, 

I am Joann Camacho, Director, Market Development for DFS T-Galleria in Tuman, and I 
appreciate this opportunity to speak in behalf of Bill 86-35. 

DFS T-Galleria has taken the lead to modernize Guam1 s sign code for the H-Resort zone. 
Currently, the H-Resort zone on Guam does not have its own customized sign code, as do other 
Guam land use zones such as R-1- single family residential, R-2 - multi-family residential, C -
Commercial, M-1- light industrial and M-2 - heavy industrial. Instead, signage in the H-resort 
zone mirrors the Commercial zone signage code. 

Further, except for a few exceptions regarding political signs, school bus stop shelters 
and the recent off-premise Electronic Messaging Signs, Guam1 s sign code is woefully out dated, 
particularly the prohibition of "moving11 signage. Yes, there are many flashing and moving signs 

on Guam, particularly in Tuman, but they are illegal. 

Revamping Guam1s entire signage code for the H-Resort zone is a large undertaking; and 
while a comprehensive code was prepared in 2016 and approved by the GVB Board of 
Directors, Bill 86-35 addresses the first small but important step in bringing Guam1 s sign code 
into the 21st century. This first step would permit digital video signage in the H-Resort zone. 

The background for this Bill recognizes that Guam competes with other U.S. and 
international tourist destinations such as Hawaii, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Philippines, and 
Taiwan. Of course, Guam1s primary tourism strengths lie in its location, offering education 
about our unique Chamorro culture, and our sun, sand and surf; but when tourists patronize 
Tuman hotels, stores and restaurants, they bring an international expectation for advertising 
that relies on dramatic, high-resolution video signage. 

Bill 86-35 capitalizes on that mode of modern signage while placing reasonable limits on 
sign size, sign brightness and sign volume. Further, Bill 86-35 restricts sign messaging to "on
premise" content, meaning advertising only for services and products sold within the premise 
to which the sign is affixed. This feature separates Bill 86-35 signage from the recently 
authorized 11off-premise11 Electronic Messaging Signs located at popular intersections in 

Tamuning and Tuman which advertise products, services and events at other locations. 

During the course of discussing this proposed legislation with many of you and other 
Government of Guam officials as well as with other partners in Guam's tourism industry, we 
learned of several improvements that could be made. In our continuing efforts to derive the 
best Bill possible, therefore, we offer these amendments. 

1. The definition of "PSA11
, Public Service Announcements, would be helpful. To that 

end, we recommend adding the following definition to Section 3, (H): 



For purposes of this subsection, Public Service Announcements are limited to 
factual information about public health and safety topics and shall inform and 
educate, not self, a product or service. 

2. We should take steps to avoid digital signage from being easily visible from Tuman 
beach. To that end, we recommend adding this new clause to Section 3: 

(p) Digital video signage authorized by this Bill shall not be placed on any building 
wall along Tuman beach that totally faces the ocean. 

3. Setting a height-to-width ratio of not in excess of 1:2.5 may deny some creativity for 
digital signage. We recommended that ratio, because it is commonly accepted as an 
architecturally pleasing proportion, and it would prohibit long, narrow "banner" style 
signage. Nonetheless, a more liberal ratio could be set, or no ratio whatsoever. 

4. Setting the m·inimum area for digital signage at 40 sq. ft. may hinder smaller 
businesses in the H-Resort zone from advertising smaller-scale messaging such as for 
menus; retail sales of a limited variety such as for only coffee, ice cream, cigars, etc.; and 
situations where digital video signage itself is more appropriate as only a minor adjunct 
to static signs. We recommended the minimum area of 40 sq. ft., because it could 
prevent a proliferation of small digital signage throughout the H-Resort zone. 
Nonetheless, a smaller minimum area could be set, or no minimum area whatsoever. 

5. Similarly, setting the maximum area for a single digital video sign could be calculated 
as proportional to the area of a building's fac;:ade, rather than a single maximum area at 
165 sq. ft. The U.S. Sign Council recommends that buildings located within 0 to 100 feet 
from a public road be limited to all sign coverage at 15% of the area of a building's 
fac;:ade, and Guam's sign code now limits that coverage to 10% of a building's fac;:ade 
(absent a variance by GLUC) regardless of a building's location. But the U.S. Sign Council 
does not distinguish between dynamic, digital video signage and static signage. Since 
some buildings along Pale San Vitores are quite long and/or tall, we recommended a 
maximum area of 2 digital signs at 165 sq. ft. each as a practical limit, regardless of a 
building's overall fac;:ade area. 

Applying the U.S. Sign Council's recommendation of 15% coverage, for example, at 

DFS T-Galferia, which is approximately 750' long and 30' tall, would qualify for 3,375 sq. 
ft. of all signage, without distinction to either dynamic digital video or static signage. 

In addition to setting the maximum area for a single digital video sign at 165 sq. ft., we 
now see merit in further limiting digital signage to a maximum area in proportion to a 
building's fac;:ade. While such calculations are inherently subjective in nature, we 
recommend that all digital video signage cannot exceed 20% of a building's legal 
allowable coverage for all sign age, with a maximum of two signs at 165 sq. ft. each. 



I am accompanied this afternoon by Dan Swavely, who assisted DFS in preparing a draft 
version of this Bill. Together we hope to answer the Committee's questions and respond to 
your comments. 

Thank you. Si Yu'us Maase! 

Sincerely, 

~%.~ 
DSF T-Galleria 

May 21, 2019 



Questions and Answers 
Bill 86-35 - DIGITAL VIDEO SIGNAGE 
FOR THE H-RESORT ZONE ON GUAM 

Why do we need new sign regulations for the H-Resort zone? 

The bulk of Guam's sign code was enacted decades prior to the 
establishment of the H-Resort zone; and while current, islandwide sign 
regulations are generally adequate for the rural, residential, commercial 
and industrial zones, they do not reflect the intended character and image 
of this Island's tourism goals as set forth in the "Guam Tourism 2020 Plan" 
for the H-Resort zone. A customized sign code for the H-Resort zone was 
never adopted along with the Tuman Bay Master Plan in 1981. Instead, 
the sign code for Guam's Commercial zone has been applied to the H
Resort zone. A particular shortcoming of the Commercial zone sign code 
is the prohibition of signs which are "moving or flashing". Modern signage 
regulations at other competing tourist destinations allow for digital, moving 
signage that advertises products and services offered within the premise 
on which such signage is affixed. Bill 86-35 authorizes digital (video) 
signage by proposing strict standards for such signage for any structure 
within the H-Resort zone. 

Where is the H-Resort zone on Guam? 

Generally speaking, almost all of Tuman is zoned H-Resort zone; and that 
zone is also often associated with hotels located elsewhere on Guam. 

Exactly what type of signage does Bill 86-35 authorize? 

Bill 86-35 defines digital signage in the same manner as does the United 
States Sign Council ("USSC") in its Model Sign Code: 

any device, visible from a public place, whose essential purpose and 
design are to convey either commercial or noncommercial messages 
by means of graphic presentation of alphabetic or pictorial symbols 
or representations. Digital signage is a category of electronic 
signage in which displays use technologies such as LCD, LED, 
projection and e-paper to display digital images, video or text. Digital 
signage can be used as a network of electronic displays that are 
centrally managed and individually addressable for the display of 
text, animated and/or video messages for advertising, information, 
entertainment and merchandising to targeted audiences. 

Further, Bill 86-35 specifically addresses size, location on a structure, 
lighting, sound, and content of digital signage. 

1 



those signs are constructed. 

The digital video signage proposed by Bill 86-35 is restricted to messaging 
about sales and services on the same premise that the signage occurs, 
and such signage must be affixed to a wall of the building on that premise. 

*** *** *** 
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Tri Vision Presentation: 

Good afternoon Senators, My name is Christopher Morato and on 

behalf of my Family, my partners and our company Tri Vision Media 

Group, I'd like to thank you all for the opportunity to testify before you 

this afternoon in support of bill# 86-35, with certain amendments. 

Tri Vision Media Group is an outdoor advertising company that owns 

and operates the electronic Displays at the Camacho property in front 

of Coast 360 bank in Tamuning and the electronic Displays at the Pacific 

Bay Hotel in Tuman. To be very clear our Displays are for Off-Premise 

advertising and will not be effected by this particular Bill. 

I'd like to start by thanking and applauding the efforts of Senator Tina 

Muna Barnes and her staff for taking on the challenge of revamping 

and modernization our current sign laws to account for On-Premise 

Electronic Digital Advertising signs. 

Our company Tri Vision, as a member of the Outdoor Advertising 

Industry here on Guam for over 15 years now, does support the intent 

of Bill 86-35, with certain amendments. 

At this time I'd like to mention a few of our ideas, concerns and 

recommendations: 

1. Page 1 Line 10 States the following: 

o "The legislation also focuses on exterior on-premise signage, 
to avoid an overly abundant degree of signage in our 
tourism zones". 

1. We wholly agree with this statement. 
2. We are concerned that passing this bill, as is, will open 

the flood gate to massive amount of signs including 
165sqf, exterior "Digital" billboard signs on every 
building in Tuman I In addition to the currently 



allowable regular signs at 10% of the wall on which it is 
mounted. 

3. Size proposed in this Bill: USSC Sign Code states that 
base on Safety and Visibility research and testing, that 
all signs in general should follow the chart on page 39 
of their "Model Sign Code" which states that Building 
Signs should be no bigger that 15% of the "Building 
Elevation Fa~ade" 

• Therefore this bill is allowing any property owner 
the right to install 2 / 165sq ft Digital Billboard 
Signs on their building no matter the size of their 
fa~ade, so even small or tiny buildings can have 
very large Digital Billboards installed on their 
buildings fa~ades 

• We as a community should follow the testing and 
research that has already be done. And we 
should also consider, as a community, that we 
need to protect our island's Beauty and the island 
feel that Guam has and enjoys for our local 
residents as well as our visiting tourist that come 
to Guam because of its Beauty and Island feel. 

• Therefore we recommend that we implement the 
same restrictions that our current sign laws allow 
for, which is 10% of the wall on which it is 
mounted. The only change we recommend 
implementing is to allow for Digital Signage to 
account for 20% of the current 10% sign coverage 
that is currently allowed. This will account for 
new and more effect technology that is currently 
available in today's market. 

2. Page 4, Line 19, Ratio 

o : This "Ratio" of 1:2.5 prohibits property owners from artistic 
design element of individual signs such as Circle Signs that 
may fit into the design aesthetic of their products, logos or 
messages. We recommend that there be no "Ratio" 
restrictions. 



3. Page 5, line 7, Minimum Size of 40sq ft 

o Prohibiting land and business owners from installing and 

using Digital Signs smaller than 40sq feet will unfairly deny 

these land and business owners from their constitutional 

right to free speech by denying them the ability to install 

smaller Digital display for purposes such as Digital 

Restaurant Menu Displays or Sales displays for Coffee or ice

cream, etc ... 

4. Enforcement and Penalties: 

o We are all in favor of reducing and cleaning up the visual 

blight that Advertising Signs tends to create when not 

effectively controlled, restricted and sign laws are not 

properly enforced. The key to cleaning up the visual blight 

that Advertising Signs create is to properly enforce a law 

with teeth that has significant penalties. These penalties 

then must be used to fund the Enforcement efforts of Dept. 

of Public Works. As it stands today the amount per month 

that our current penalties impose may show to be beneficial 

in some areas for violators to take advantage and possibly 

utilize the soft penalties and simply pay the fines while 

operating in violation of the law. Therefore we recommend 

that a civil penalty in the amount of $1,000.00 be assessed 

for each violation and an additional late penalty take into 

effect 10 calendar days after notice and be set at a minimum 

of Three Hundred Dollars ($300) per day for each remaining 

violation. 

o In Bill #154-34 that was passed by the 34th Legislature and 

Vetoed by Governor Calvo we recommended the following 

verbiage be added: 
1. Any person who violates £! provision of this Chapter shall be 

guilty of a civil violation and subject to a civil penalty not to 

exceed One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) for each such violation. 



Should such violation(s) not be corrected within ten (10) days 

of receipt of notice of violation from the Department of Public 

Works, said person shall be subject to an additional late action 

civil penalty not to exceed Three Hundred Dollars ($300) per 

day for each remaining violation. Failure to pay penalties and to 

rectify the violations may result in the termination or non

renewal of its sign permit. The Director of Public Works shall 

have the authority to waive part or all of the late action penalty 

should the violator demonstrate a good faith effort to address 

the violation in a timely manner, provided that such waiver is 

limited to no more thirty (30) days. All penalties recovered in 

any such action shall be paid into the General Fund." 

5. Digital Sign Luminance and Brightness 

• USSC Model Sign Code 2011 states the following 

Standards regarding Sign Illumination: 
o A. A sign in any district may be illuminated at night. Signs that 

are illuminated at night may not exceed a maximum luminance 
level of seven hundred fifty (750) cd/m2 or Nits, regardless of the 
method of illumination. 

o B. Signs that have external illumination, whether the lighting is 
mounted above or below the sign face or panel, shall have 
lighting fixtures or luminaires that are fully shielded. 

o C. All illuminated signs must comply with the maximum 
luminance level of seven hundred fifty (750) cd/m2 or Nits at 
least one-half hour before Apparent Sunset, as determined by 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
US Department of Commerce, for the specific geographic 
location and date. All illuminated signs must comply with this 
maximum luminance level throughout the night, if the sign is 
energized, until Apparent Sunrise, as determined by the NOAA, 
at which time the sign may resume luminance levels appropriate 
for daylight conditions, when required or appropriate. 

• Bill 86-35 states the following standards regarding Sign 

Illumination: 
o Sign luminance refers to the amount of light falling upon a 

real or imaginary surface, commonly called "light level" or 

"illumination", and is measured in foot candles 



(lumens/square foot). One (1) foot candle is equal to one 

(1) lumen per square foot can be measured by means of an 

luminance meter. Signs may be illuminated consistent with 

the following standards: 

• Any permitted digital sign may be illuminated at 
night. Signs that are illuminated at might may not 
exceed a maximum luminance level of seventy (70) 
foot candles, regardless of the method of 
illuminations. 

• Signs that have external illumination, whether the 
lighting is mounted above or below the sign face or 
panel, shall have lighting fixtures or luminaries that 
are fully shield. 

• All illuminated signs shall comply with the maximum 
luminance level of seventy (70) foot candles at least 
one-half hour before Apparent Sunset, as determined 
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), US Department of 
Commerce, for Guam. All illuminated signs must 
comply with this maximum luminance level 
throughout the night, if the sign is energized, until 
Apparent Sunrise, as determined by the MOAA, at 
which time the sign may resume luminance levels 
appropriate for daylight conditions, when required or 
appropriate. 

o The conversion of Nits to "Foot Candle" is as 

follows: 

• 1 "Nit" = 0.092903 "Foot-Candle" 

o Therefore the Standard of a maximum 750 "Nits" (at 

night) illumination stated in the USSC Model Sign 

Code 2011 is in fact virtually the same as the 

Standard of a maximum 70 "Foot Candles" (at night) 

illumination stated in Bill 86-35. 

• 750 "Nits" = 69.67728 "Foot-Candles" 

• To answer Senator Therese M. Terlaje's question 

regarding the night time Brightness Levels of Tri Vision's 

current Digital Signs in Tamuning and Tuman: 



o Our maximum Brightness capability of our Displays 

are 8,000 "Nits". At night our Displays adjust 

automatically according to the ambient lighting 

conditions surrounding our Displays. Therefore our 

average Brightness Levels automatically adjust to 

only 2% - 5% of the Brightness capability of our 

Displays. 

• Our maximum is 8,000 "Nits" so 2% - 5% of 

8,000 "Nits" is 160 "Nits" - 400 "Nits" 

• 400 "Nits" converts to 37.161216 "Foot

Candles" which is well below the maximum 

allowed of 70 "Foot-Candles" stated in both 

the USSC Sign Code 2011 and Bill 86-35 
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Mayors ' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit 

COMMITTEE REPORT DIGEST 

I. OVERVIEW 
Bill No. 86-35 (COR) was introduced on Friday, April 12, 2019 by Speaker Tina 
Rose Mu:fia Barnes, and was subsequently re-referred by the Committee on Rules 
to the Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans' Affairs, 
Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit on Wednesday, May 8, 2019. 

The Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans' Affairs, 
Mayors' Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit convened a public hearing on 
Bill No. 86-35 (COR) "AN ACT TO ADD§ 61541(f) AND A NEW § 61547 BOTH 
TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE ANNOTATED, 
RELATIVE TO EXTERIOR ON- PREMISE SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES 
AND DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE ."on Tuesday, May 21, 2019 at 3:00 p.m. 
in I Liheslatura' s Public Hearing Room. 

Public Notice Requirements 
Public Hearing notices were disseminated via e-mail to all senators and all main 
media broadcasting outlets on Monday, May 13, 2019 (5-Day Notice), and again 
on Saturday, May 18, 2019 (48-Hour Notice) 

Senators Present 
Senator Jose "Pedo" Terlaje, Chairperson 
Speaker Tina Rose Muna Barnes, Committee Member 
Senator Regine Biscoe Lee, Committee Member 
Senator Kelly Marsh (Taitano), PhD, Committee Member 
Senator Therese M. Terlaje, Committee Member 
Senator Telo T. Taitague, Committee Member 

II. SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY & DISCUSSION 
The public hearing was Called-to-Order at 3:06 p.m. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Good Afternoon ladies and gentlemen, before we 

commence with this public hearing ... I just wanna say a couple of administrative 

announcements. If anybody is gonna testify you can sign in there and also if you have a 

written statement you can leave it with my staff over there. and at the end I will give you 
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the address where my office is at and other stuff and those that are testifying you can 

come up front and also before I start I wanna recognize the former first lady of Guam 

Joann Camacho, thank you for your participation today. Ladies and gentlemen, Buenas 

yan Hafa Adai todus hamyu, the Committee on Public Safety, Boarder Safety, Military 

and Veterans Affair, Mayors Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit is hereby called 

to order the time now is 5 or 6 after 3pm. The committee here testimony on Bill no. 86-35 

(COR) to add 61547 both to Article 5, Chapter 61, Title 21. Guam code annotated relative 

to exterior on premise signage in hotel resort jones and defining digital signage 

introduced by our Speaker Tina Muna Barnes. For the records and in accordance of 

section 81 07 chapter 85 GCA, the first public hearing notice was sent out sent out 

Monday, May 28, 2019 and also adhering to the 5 working days' notice, it was sent out 48 

hours before, it was sent out Sunday, May 18,2019 and in addition to this public hearing, 

it was noticed to the Guam Legislature website. Joining here with me today are my 

colleagues, to my left, Senator Taitano, Senator Biscoe Lee, our Speaker, my favorite 

Speaker Tina Muna Barnes, and to my immediate right, Telo Taitague, and Senator 

Therese Terlaje, thank you and good afternoon. Before we start ladies and gentlemen, let 

me just give the opportunity for the Speaker to make her opening remarks. 

Speaker Tina Rose Muna Barnes: Si Yu' os Ma' ase, Mr. Chair for giving me the 

opportunity to speak and open for Bill No.86-35. I introduced Bill No. 86-35 of the request 

of some community stake holders, it was brought to my attention that our zoning loss 

regarding on premise signs on the H resort zone property was not clear. Section 3319 of 

18 GAR states that the nature, the size, the shape, the lighting and style of an outdoor 

sign shall conform to those requirements as the outline of the sign regulations of sub

article 5 of Chapter 61, Title 21. While the sub-article list requirements for residential 

commercial and industrial zone property H resort has no H resort has no specific 

requirements. Absent any direct provisions on, on signage on H resort zones property 

developers and property owners are unsure about how they advertise what is in their 

building or property. Additionally, Mr. Chair, development in H resort is not strictly for 

hotels. Some of the permitted uses include the cultural and recreational facilities, hotels, 

restaurants, tourism related shops and offices, dwellings, parks, marinas, zoos, 

amusement activities and supportive services, these are commercial business that should 

be able to advertise what is on their property. I wanna share with you Mr. Chair and 

colleagues that, colleagues that hotels around the world are no longer just a place for 

visitors to sleep in, they're quickly adapting to the trends in the industry and becoming 
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destinations in itself, many incorporating aquariums, large shopping malls, amusement 

parks, health care facilities and sometimes transportation hubs on the same property. Our 

zoning law should reflect these shifts in the hospitality industry and update signage 

regulations on of H zone resort. Additionally, the bill further defines digital signage 

according to the standards issued by the U.S state signs council. It's clear that digital 

signage is already an important medium for advertising we should solidify by statute 

what is acceptable for all digital signs on our island. So, with that being said, I want to 

take this time to thank some of the stake holders involved in this process and hope that 

this can be expeditiously moved forward by the Committee, Mr. Chair. I just wanna note 

for the record that one of our colleagues, Senator Marsh Taitano has a scheduled 3:15 

appointment and I'm hoping thank you for the opportunity to letting her yield before we 

have our panel members speak so that she can say her comments and her questions and 

then proceed to her scheduled event. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Go ahead, Senator Taitano 

Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano: Hafa Adai and it's very good to see all of you here and I 

appreciate the time and attention that you've given to this bill and this issue and taking 

that additional time to come down here and testify in regard to it. So, what I'm aiming to 

do is trying to find ways to strengthen it in certain ways have it meet the needs that you're 

looking for and that are serving our community well. So, there was just a number of 

concerns that I had or recommendations that I have and so I want to mention these 

because I think they're important to get on the record, important for us to all think about 

and then think how we can move forward with them, so I understand the intent of 

wanting to allow our commercial businesses to draw in locals and visitors alike to make 

their establishments more engaging in different ways and so forth. There were some 

things they, that stood out to me as I went through the bill. So, the bill as it's written has 

great potential to forever change the character of our areas that service tourists the most 

and so, I just am encouraging all of us to think really carefully before making these 

changes. A change of this magnitude I've driven through Tumon so many times, just 

thinking about how the character would change if um all of the elements of this bill were 

put into place and you know, I don't know that I've thought about in the exact way that 

it would occur but you know I tried to put on that hat and think about the pros, the cons, 

things that we can tighten up, things that we can strengthen for all of this and so I would 

say that to be responsible in this course of action, we really need to hear from the tourists 
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to have a survey to understand their perspectives on our island destination. So, why we 

might be thinking from a business perspective, we mess's, we also definitely want to be 

speaking in, into what the tourists are actually coming here for. So, for example, if in their 

mind and the reason that they're coming here is to visit an island get-away to get away 

from the city or urban life, that may hold specific types of expectations for them. They 

may be looking to get away from the bright lights of the city and the urban landscape to 

an area that has welcoming people, a beautiful environment, environment and charming 

or a quaint atmosphere. If any digital signs are allowed, they have the potential to greatly 

alter our entire feel as a destination. I have some recommendations so to conduct that 

study, to really understand what tourists are expecting and what they think would make 

our destination better and more attractive or what might just alter it to a point that they 

wouldn't find it so charming. I don't know what that is, but I think a survey will help tell 

us. Perhaps, a survey for 3 months could provide us that kind of data so that it's a deep 

data base of information. We, I would recommend that we have some on the ground 

professional analysis about these types of signs. 

The buildings in Tumon they're pretty close to the road, some of them and so what might 

be suitable for a highway in the States or somewhere else, it may just have different 

dimensions here and if we're thinking about the tourists, most of them are going to be on 

foot so I don't know if that's different being on foot because it's actually most of us locals 

that are in the cars and so I was also thinking this is proposing two signs per property 

possibly multiple sides, for the driver try driving through these tourist areas that might 

be a whole lot of just animation and things going on for a driver. So, just having some 

professional weigh in with some analysis on these types of signs for both foot traffic and 

vehicle traffic, I think would really provide us a lot of information, so that would help us 

understand safety issues, it would help us understand the size, the proximity to road 

those sort of considerations that I know you did a lot of research on so I just want to make 

sure that all of that research is providing us all the information we really need before we 

make this decision and we finalize those sizes and other calculations. One way that has 

been used on Guam, to determine the percentage of allowable signage has been based on 

the percentage of the building fa<;ade , now I don't know that, that's necessarily helpful 

here the more pertinent issue might be the proximity to road, the road and whether its 

for foot traffic and vehicular traffic. So that covers the sign and the types of signs and if 

data supports the change in signage, I would recommend that we start off with one sign 

per property with one side. Again, there's so much of the built environment in some of 
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those districts, if we allow two and them to be multifaceted it may be a drastic change 

and so I think if we do it progressively a step at a time that if everything' s saying that the 

tourist want this, they find it inviting if it will still allow them to be attracted to our island 

destination, that we started off with one sign, see how it goes and then build from there, 

rather than everything' sup and its always harder to go backwards to remove something 

if we find out that it's not conducive in any way. Then I feel like I, I sound like I'm so, 

really I'm trying to help straighten everything but with the audio again I really caution 

thinking about that and maybe that would be a second or third phase to see how the 

signage is going, that maybe the audio later would be the additional consideration. I just 

think a lot of bright lights, a lot of animation, a lot of movement, a lot of signage and 

audio may just be a lot all at once, but we could think of it step by step. So, my 

recommendation would be to not have that but if it is to be considered then maybe farther 

on down the road when we find that the signage is working and that it may be conducive 

for the next steps. Then, I was really thinking about, if we think about all of the businesses 

that are there, I mean the reality is in a lot of ways we're a family destination. But, in those 

hotel and resort areas, we have a lot of adult shops, we have a lot of strip clubs those sort 

of things so I think that there need to be really strong guidelines for all the businesses 

because every business who knows what they might be thinking is the way that they 

want to advertise themselves. So, because there are those wide variety of perspectives 

about what is and isn't tasteful, what is and isn't family appropriate regarding visuals, 

light, motion, color changes and the like I think a really strong guideline needs to be set 

up. So, that once it's in place like we all feel comfortable with it and then I would also 

recommend that no signage should face the beach or otherwise be situated beachside or 

towards any residences. If their beachside, again this really changes the whole character 

of a natural environment. But, beyond that, there is the potential for lighting that faces 

the ocean to disturb turtles, their nesting habits, those sorts of things. So maybe, that 

wasn't in anybody's plans but I think maybe or not maybe, I think we should make it 

clear in the bill to not have it there because it can disrupt marine life and then towards 

residences to not have any of that signage facing the residences because that lighting and 

animation may disrupt people in their homes. This actually happened unexpectedly in 

Humatak from what I understand when they painted the San Dionisio Church white, it 

was a brilliant white and then all the neighbors had this glaring white in their houses and 

so it was kind of a lesson learned about something that seems so every day and mundane 

how it can really have a big effect and then if signage is allowed and the, the proposal to 
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have public service announcements is a really excellent one urn that's real positive. But I 

think we would all be served well, yourself included, the business included to have an 

understanding of what constitutes public service announcement. Just again, so that all 

our thoughts are in alignment with each other and there isn't that potential for any 

misunderstandings and then I have a couple of questions and it may be just the wording 

but again, it's an opportunity to strengthen or change that wording so it better meets your 

intentions. So, in Section 2, Section F, No.3 on page 2, it says that individual digital signs 

shall not be calculated into the allowable signage. So is that saying that there would be 

the potential for two or more or many more digital signs per property than that oops, see 

if I got my numbers right, so in the copy that I have on page 2, it says individual digital 

signs shall not be included in calculations to determine the allowable signage area on the 

fa<;ade. So, in your estimation, are you, are you thinking that, that would allow for more 

than two signs on a property. Was, was that how it was written so ... 

Speaker Tina Rose Muna Barnes: Would you like, would you, yes you can, yes. State 

your name for the record. 

Dan Swavely: Thank you, so we are recommending four or five changes including not 

allowing digital signs on structures next to the beach, facing the beach. We are also in, in 

Joann's testimony we have a definition of public service announcement that we'd like to 

include with respect to individuals digital signs not being included in the calculations, 

again listening to feedback that we got in the last couple of months, we are 

recommending an amendment whereby urn right now the law says you can have ten 

percent, a maximum of 10% of your fa<;ade in signage. We are recommending that only 

20%, no more than 20% of that 10% be digital, which speaks to your question and no 

matter how big your fa<;ade is, you never get more than 165 square feet twice. No matter 

how big your fa<;ade is. You take duty free for example, its 750 feet long and its urn let's 

say 35 feet tall that, that 10% is like 3,500 square feet, okay, well 10% that would be 350 

square feet, no you can never do more than 165 twice which speak to your concern about 

how many are we going to see on a building, I hope that helps. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: I forgot to mention that uh when you make uh when 

you're gonna make a statement, please state your name because this is being recorded 

and uh just you know, just state your name and go on with what you are gonna have to 

say. 
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Dan Swavely: My name is Dan Swavely 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: And I even forgot to introduce myself, my name is Jose 

Pedo Terlaje, I Chair this Committee. Thank you. 

Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano: Si Yu'os Ma'ase, Mr. Swavely. It sounds like we're largely 

on the same page ... 

Dan Swavely: I think we are 

Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano: That's very good um and then on page 5, it says that digital 

signs cannot be smaller than 40 square feet and so I'm not sure I understand the objectives 

there um and so if, if you could explain your intentions for that one. 

Dan Swavely: This would be um J not smaller than 40 square feet 

Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano: Yes, the J, yeah. 

Dan Swavely: So in Joann's testimony you'll see another amendment that we're 

suggesting that it shows that we've described the reasoning as to why we thought at one 

point, 40 square feet should be the minimum size because we didn't want a proliferation 

of, of signage, something you've mentioned but then fact of the matter is perhaps a 

minimum size is not necessary because it infringes on the creativity of some businesses 

down there. For example, some businesses would be a restaurant, they might want to 

have a digital menu or we have now stand alone businesses which sell ice cream, coffee, 

even cigars, they might want to have a digital sign about that or there might be some 

creativity involved with having a smaller digital sign that complements larger static 

signage. So, the suggestion we're making is that, that was our reason for 40 square feet 

but in fact, it's not a deal breaker you know and if in the opinion of this body maybe we 

shouldn't have any it's not, it's not a problem in any minimum, yeah. 

Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano: And again your feedback is very helpful, it lets us know 

you've been thinking this through, you've been talking through with others trying to 

assess all of these things in a very responsible way and I like the answer, it was something 

I had not thought of but I think is really informative, it's true, it may be creative in a 

certain way but it may be meeting specific needs such as menus and things like that which 

I can see that, that could be real value. So, I think that's very helpful answer and so the 

last thing is at least in the way that its written at this point. What happens after the notice 
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of violation by the Department of Public Works? So, I think is that we can all well 

anyways, I think it would be helpful to, to have some further understanding so that after 

the notice of violation what the next steps would be because as, as is your intention as I 

understand it in the bill, we don't want multiple signs that are not functioning or 

unattractive or not working properly um there. So, we as a community all benefit by 

making sure everybody is living up having functioning, attractive signs 

Dan Swavely: May I answer that real quickly? So, we intentionally put this in the 

purview of the building official because signs require building permit, anything that 

requires a building permit, also requires a certificate of occupancy and so the signage 

would go through that process. The notice of violation within the building code is a well

established process we use it every day, sometimes I'm the subject of it and so that there's 

inspectors go out, they will issue a notice of violation you have a certain number of days 

in which to fix it, if you don't fix it within that time they can well they can remove your 

business license for that business, yes. Yeah, so we didn't want to invent the whole new 

process here we thought let's just, just tie into a process that frankly works, yeah. 

Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano: Thank you very much again for that answer and again, 

its, it's very helpful to, to see the thought process and understand how that ties in and so 

I think that will really help us as we further craft this bill. So thank you so very much for 

accommodating me like I said its very good to see that we're largely on the same page 

about thinking this through, making it work in the best way for the commercial 

businesses but also the community and thank you everybody here all the Senators in the 

chair for letting me go ahead of time and then I shall now go to my next engagement but 

thank you very much. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Thank you very much, Senator Marsh. Go ahead, Senator 

Marsh, thank you. First lady please, go ahead. I'm gonna allow the you know the 

testimony of the Speakers and then I'll allow the Senators to ask whatever questions they 

need to ask, alright? 

Joann Camacho: (see written testimony attached) 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Thank you very much, First Lady. Go ahead, Sir. 

Chris Morato: (see written testimony attached) 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Trelaje: Thank you very much, Sir. Go ahead, Sir. 
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Bobby Sachdej: Hafa Adai, my name is Bobby Sachdej, from Tri Vision Media Group as 

well. Hafa Adai, Senators. Hopefully everybody had a great weekend. I wanted to 

applaud the Speaker's efforts and her staff along with the stakeholders of this bill. It, we, 

I, agree 100% with my partner, business partner of Tri Vision Media, Christopher Mora to 

and also stand in support of this bill with the amendments as stated. I want to make one 

comment if I may, that the bill has thoroughly looked into the USSC sign codes and has 

studied and implemented if not all of the safety factors indicated in the USSC sign code. 

Having done that, I do applaud all their work that they have done and our again is in full 

support of this bill with amendments. Thank you. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Thank you, Sir. Were gonna start with Senator Lee, with 

whatever questions she wants to ask. 

Senator Regine Biscoe Lee: Si Yu'os Ma'ase, Mr. Chair and I want to thank all of our 

stakeholders also for joining us today and giving us a little bit more clarity on this 

measure. One of the main issues that always comes up when we talk about our signage 

laws and what's currently on the books and we know that a lot of those are very outdated 

and don't really take into consideration what's available now. In addition to all of those 

things, I think for me especially when discussing these bills on the floor, Safety has always 

been paramount and I'm really glad that Bobby had mentioned the US sign Council 

because they have very specific recommendations as to the size and the lumens that you 

should use for the brightness and this is all it goes back to a lot of scientific research and 

data that they've done in terms of how many lanes on a certain highway and you know 

distracted driving and things like that. So, I really appreciate that a lot of those 

recommendations were taken directly from the sign code. I think they have like a book 

or they have a website I know and they're just a bunch of different recommendations that 

are listed. But, one of the questions that I had is on page 4, line 10 of the bill with regard 

to audio capability and I'm concerned I know that you know we have a mix of people 

that will be viewing these signs. We know that we have pedestrians and then also 

motorists on our roadway and so I just wanted to get a better idea of what the decibels 

would be if you have an example of what that is. 

Dan Swavely: Yes, I do, Senator the conversation normal conversation is generally 
measured at 60 decibels like now something that is closest to 75 the only reference. I could 
find little domestic but it's a vacuum cleaner. 
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Regine Biscoe Lee: A vacuum cleaner? 

Dan Swavely: That's 75! So, the side would set 75 decibels that's the maximum. 

Regine Biscoe Lee: Okay! Yeah, I guess my concern would just be I was concerned. I 
wasn't aware of what 75 decibels would be and if it would be loud enough to distract 
somebody from the honk of a car and those types of things. So, 75 doesn't seem that loud 
if you're saying that 60. 

Dan Swavely: 60s normal conversations 

Regine Biscoe Lee: Normal conversation. 

Dan Swavely: And 75 will be a vacuum cleaner. And these things can of course be 
measured, and they would be measured from a point where tourists would be walking 
past the sign. They wouldn't measure it right next to the sign face of course but some 
reasonable distance. 

Regine Biscoe Lee: Thank you, Mr. Swavely! I also had a question about in terms of safety 
concerns just the potential for these changes to be expanded outside of the resort zone. I 
know that it would probably take an additional bill but there are concerns with folks in 
the community that these changes could potentially be expanded to other commercial 
zones and you know all across our island. So, I know that something is kind of a small 
carve out. Do you have any recommendations in terms of those concerns? How would 
you attempt to address those? 

Dan Swavely: That would be a concern of mine actually because in almost every 
community sign code are specific to sign codes are specific to zones as they are in our 
community here except, we don't have one for the resort zone. So, if you look at even the 
United States sign council model sign code it is according to different land use zones and 
everyone is different not big differences necessarily between a single family or for 
instance between light industrial and heavy industrial but there are some differences. So, 
I would think that we need to address each of our zones with a slightly specific 
customized sign code. 
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Regine Biscoe Lee: Thank you, I'm also concerned that there's a possibility that every 
single building in Tumon could be open to these displays and so that's just a lot coming 
at you in a very small area. 

Dan Swavely: There is every property owner will have the opportunity to implement a 
bill a sign code like this which will allow him to take 10%, excuse me 20% of his allowable 
coverage and put it into digital signage that doesn't mean everyone will do it of course 
they are expensive they take electricity they take more maintenance there frankly they're 
more susceptible to vandalism than our static signs but if the question is could we have 
20% of could we have 20% of every building facade. It's possible, but even now we can 
allow even now we have a law that says you can have up to 10%, but we don't have that. 

Regine Biscoe Lee: I see thank you very much and I very much appreciate the feedback 
that you've given the committee and the amendments that you proposed. I think those 
are really helpful and they help to address some of my initial concerns. I think the ones 
that Senator Taitano know had raised so thank you very much. I really appreciate you 
coming down here and helping to inform us on this measure. 

Regine Biscoe Lee: (Spoken in Chamorro, translated to English) Thank you very much! 

Regine Biscoe Lee: And thank you very much, Mr. Chair. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Thank you very much, Senator Lee! Senator Terlaje do 
you have something? 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Oh right, if I could just clarify I don't have the code in front of 
me but so in the testimony it was said that Guam sign code now limits that 10% coverage 
of a building's facade, but you just said 20%. 

Dan Swavely: The sign code allows without a GLU various sign code allows 10% of 
facade to be covered with signage. We are recommending that of that ten percent twenty 
is action above twenty percent with a maximum of no more than 165 square feet. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Yes! 

Dan Swavely: Regardless of what that 20% is. 
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Senator Therese Terlaje: Can you described 165 square feet using this building? 

Dan Swavely: It's like 8 by 20, ok 8 by 20. So, a person is 6 feet high, 2 feet higher, 20 feet 
would be probably the length of this building. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: All right and just on one of the amendments the one regarding 
facing the beach or the ocean. So, it says it should not be placed on any building wall 
along Tumon Beach that totally faces the ocean. 

Dan Swavely: Yes! 

Senator Therese Terlaje: I'm just thinking they all kind of angled, but what would that 
be then how would you define that? 

Dan Swavely: I struggled with this myself actually you can see first of all concerns only 
structures along the beach. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Right! 

Dan Swavely: Not something the second structure line next to Pale San Vitores only those 
along the beach. And then when you walk down there usually there is one wall which is 
parallel to the beach. That's the wall I'm trying to grab with this definition here and not 
side walls. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Well the concern that I had heard earlier that we're trying to 
prevent light shining to the ocean right any unnecessarily because of. 

Dan Swavely: Yes, actually that was Senator Kelly's. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Correct. 

Dan Swavely: I never thought about that I mean first of all we have a setback of 10 meters 
from the mean high-water mark for any wall or any building any way in the buildings 
are generally far behind that and you'll see that the lumens the lumens are further 
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restricted within these digital signs. So, I never thought about light shining in the ocean 
as an issue. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: I think this concern arose because some of the lights on the 
building just lights not signs themselves are affecting the life. They want to prevent any 
further disturbance. okay I'm trying to figure out but I'm just guessing that the minimum 
you said you're changing that recommendation now the minimum that we can remove 
that minimum and but it was intended to prevent a proliferation of small signs, but I 
guess as she pointed out right now there is a there's no limit to how many signs can be 
put on a building. I mean there's a limit, but there's no minimum. So technically we would 
be in the same situation what building could have a sign as small as they want. I guess 
something like that is asked are you also the tri vision group. Are you also in favor of 
audio? Can we remove the audio? 

Christopher Morato: Thank you for your question Senator! At this point we are not in 
favor of audio. We base our opinion on the safety studies and visibility studies that's our 
business. So, we're very familiar with the USSC sign code and the sign model that was 
the release in 2011. That sign model was based on safety standards and you know 
visibility and all of those things and nowhere in the code does it say that it's allowed for 
audio. So, in our experience in our research we haven't seen anything that allows for or 
has studied audio in regard to these digital signs and therefore we really can't be in 
support of that part of the bill. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: I'm also glad for the recommended changes that I heard today, 
because I support most of those. I think just one last question is the digital signage may 
be multiple faced signs containing two or more faces? What would be a face of a sign? 

Dan Swavely: Yes, this came from the sign code that model something code in it my 
interpretation is that you could have a sign that is not flat. You could have a two
dimensional face that you would have something here you would have something here 
and you'd have something behind it and then maybe just multiple faces the faces 
generally the monitor screen that you're looking at now. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Right and I thought that this bill kind of limited it to kind of flat 
along the face at the w all. 
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Dan Swavely: No more than 18 inches, no more than 18 inches. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Okay or in like a window? 

Dan Swavely: Yes! 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Thank you Mr. Chair! 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Thank you very much Senator Terlaje! Go ahead Senator 
Taitague. 

Senator Telo Taitague: Your favorite Senator, right Mr. Chair? Thank you, Mr. Chair for 
the opportunity and I thank the panel who's here today and all the work that you put 
into making this bill a better bill. I'm glad to see there were amendments made as well 
and actually if there's any person who knows about signs it's Mr. Swavely here and I've 
worked with you when I was on the destination management team at GVB and one of 
the concerns that we spoke about was signage and what we needed to do and you know 
to provide actually to the legislature at that time. You know legislation which I actually 
have already based on our conversations at GVB I have something that I prepared are 
ready for introduction to address that issue was signed but of course I won't do without 
the help of the stakeholders before introducing it but it's already on the makes. Mr. 
Swavely, I appreciate the work that you're doing here with regards to some concerns that 
we have and so my biggest concern really. I think all of us here and is the fact that you 
can put this many sign up you know from one building to another building and it almost 
becomes saturated down in Tumon and that's my concern. So, if there was anything that 
we could do in this legislation to limit these signs from being everywhere do you have 
any suggestions at all with regard to that too limiting. 

Dan Swavely: I do not Senator I mean with a fair application of property rights. I just 
don't see how you can one property can have a sign in another one cannot. 

Senator Telo Taitague: So, my next question goes to you Joanne with you're here you 
mentioned you worked for DFS and there are signs that are currently on the building at 
DFS now that probably exceeds the size that recommended by law. I've heard that in the 
past this was actually approved by the Guam land use Commission with the variance 
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change with that process can you explain how your signs were able to be sitting up on 
DFS building that large signs and how you were able to go through. Yeah, or Dan can? 

Dan Swavely: Yeah thank you, I was a consultant for DFS and for Tumon Sands Plaza 
for their sign variance it's an application it has a form. It's the same application actually 
that you use for variance in parking or density or height yeah and so it's a formal it's a 
formal application you submit a pre application you get feedback from the Chief planner 
and planning Staff then you submit your 34 copies then you have an application review 
committee which addresses the application made up to 12to14 Gov. Guam agencies that 
requires follow-up back and forth back and forth with them then we have a public 
hearing in the village in which the application is heard and then after that we go to the 
Planning Council and be presented again and then lastly we go before the Guam 
Commission and in another public hearing at which time they hear the case planners 
position statement which summarizes the application review committee position 
statements the Planning Council and the public hearing. 

Senator Telo Taitague: How long are these variance changes? Are you allowed to have 
these signs up? Is there a time limit and expiration are you given three years two years? 

Dan Swavely: So variances are not conditional uses upon like a conditional use they 
could put a time limit on it variances are forever for instance we couldn't give a building 
height variance and then say it's not good in ten years right what are you gonna do with 
the five stories that are just you just got a variance for variances are good forever they 
run with the property. 

Senator Telo Taitague: Hmmm! 

Dan Swavely: We say what they run with the property the application itself takes about 
eight to ten months to process. 

Senator Telo Taitague: I mean going from the public hearing to you know next to the 
Guam Land Use Commission. 

Dan Swavely: Well I think the result of those three applications where that DFS has a 
variance a twenty percent variance meaning they can have 30% of their facade in signage 
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and both TSP and Comment received a ten percent variance meaning they can go to 
twenty percent. 

Senator Telo Taitague: I see. 

Dan Swavely: Their facade in signage those are the only three I'm familiar with. 

Senator Telo Taitague: Also Dan in the USSC rules and regulations this would be a great 
you know documentation to be able to guideline for the ARC or the Guam Land Use 
Commission in the event we move forward to just maintaining the status and they do use 
that as a guide Guam Land Use Commission. 

Dan Swavely: I did not use the US sign council code for any of the three applications that 
I took. 

Senator Telo Taitague: Oh! 

Dan Swavely: I'm not sure that this was years ago. I'm not really sure it was really in 
effect however I would be quick to add that if you follow literally the US sign councils 
recommendation a building in a land use district like we have in Tumon like an H Resort 
Zone the sign council doesn't have an H Resort Zone they have other, but if you put it 
together they're recommending 15% coverage not our 10%. Well that's interesting a 
building 0 to 100 feet away from the edge of a property line in a Land Use Zone like our 
Tumon great sign council would give them 15 percent coverage. 

Senator Telo Taitague: In the USSC does not have this hotel. 

Dan Swavely: They have like an urban core high dense commercial scene 25 mile per 
hour that fits right high pedestrian traffic. It's pretty much the same what about Maui's 
you know they have rules and regulations they're very strict with and keeping you know 
the island pristine and as such and Maui has a group of regulations for signs. I remember 
we talked about this at Guam Visitors Bureau have you looked into that and incorporated 
any of those suggestions. I have not I remember looking into that and I just found them 
to be really complicated and burdensome and would just I think just create a whole new 
layer of ambivalence and who's getting what and go left go right. I'm sorry, I walked 
away from it. 
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Senator Telo Taitague: Okay well the only thing I have actually is are there any signs 
other than DFS signs or those that received variances that actually are the same size as 
165 that was recommended in here that are up in Tumon currently. 

Dan Swavely: I'm not sure, I'm not sure we just considered that to be a reasonable 8 by 
20 foot you know and right now. 

Senator Telo Taitague: Okay, thank you Mr. Chair. I know again I greatly appreciate it 
and having you here Dan is your wealth of knowledge and totally respect your work that 
you do appreciate it thank you. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Thank you very much Senator! Go ahead Terlaje. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Thank you! I want to clarify a couple things so for vision what 
types of sign violations. Have you been reporting to DPW in regard to Tumon is that 
relative to Tumon or that you notice? 

Senator Therese Terlaje: You know I can't really recall the details in regards to the signed 
violations that we've put out but it's very clear if you went down to Tumon or anywhere 
in our community 10% the way the law is written is signs are allowed for 10% of the wall 
on which it's mounted. So, it's not necessarily the facade it's actually the wall on which 
it's mounted. So, I'll use the ITC intersection the ITC building as an example consider the 
wall on which it's mounted the entire building's facade. Where the current law is actually 
the wall in which that billboard is mounted which is 100% coverage of that wall. So that 
in essence is against the law if you go down to Tumon you can see many signs like that 
are just covering much more than 10% of the wall on which it's mounted and that's the 
type of complaints that we've made to Public Works before. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: How do the lumens allowed and by this bill compared to the 
lumens that are allowed in the digital signs or electronic signs that you have put up in 
Tumon. 

Christopher Morato: The lumens on this particular bill are in rhythm with the USSC sign 
code in regard to the brightness level. So we have no problem with the lumens levels of 
these signs and that is a very important aspect and just to clarify a little bit about digital 
signs digital signs are actually considered safer regular signs now that is a shocking 
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revelation to most people including myself when I read that but studies show that at 
night digital signs are actually more legible than regular signs and therefore safer because 
when a driver is driving the studies that are done have that have been done consider the 
distraction level or how long it takes a driver driving at a certain speed to actually 
comprehend what's on the sign. So digital signs because of their illumination and their 
clarity are easier to read and comprehend in therefore safer. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: How many variances did you get from the GLUC for a digital 
sign? So, one in Tumon and you said one in the landmark building. 

Christopher Morato: So, two, yes! 

Senator Therese Terlaje: What are the lumens on those? 

Christopher Morato: That is no greater, no greater than three candle foot aluminum's 
lumens over the ambient lighting conditions. So, this particular bill is stating the actual 
lumens, but what we were approved for and again based on the USSC sign code our 
technology actually has sensors and the technology to adjust our lumens based on 
ambient lighting. So even at night if it's very dark then our signs actually go below the 
lumens that state on this sign bill. So, it really it really depends on the ambient lighting 
conditions even during the day if a cloud was to go above our sign and the brightness 
levels go down our brightness will also adjust. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: What is your, what would you say they run at night? Average. 

Christopher Morato: Well the lumen the lumens if I was now, I'm just going to kind of 
wing it here, but the maximum lumens of our sign is 8,000 nits so when it's absolutely 
dark at night our hour displays drop to about 2% of that. So, which is well below the 
three-candle foot strength of ambient light. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: I'm trying to compare it to the 70 candles 70-foot candles that 
this bill is going to allow. If you could help me? 

Christopher Morato: Sure! 
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Senator Therese Terlaje: Are you are those digital signs running at 70 candle foot or are 
they running at something like 10? 

Christopher Morato: Oh gosh! You know I'm not an expert and I wouldn't be able to 
comment in regard to that, but we'd be more than willing to work on that and get you 
that answer. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Yes, I'd like to know! So, we can compare. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Sure, we can get that information for you and that is a 
very good question we should answer that. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Yes, all right and then if you could just confirm Mr. Swavely 
the three exceptions were DFS and TSP. What's TSP? 

Dan Swavely: Tumon Sands Plaza. I got a 10% variance so they could have 20% at all 
because they already get. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: 10 plus 10. 

Dan Swavely: Yup! 

Senator Therese Terlaje: And DFS was 10 plus 10. 

Dan Swavely: In Comic Building across the street from DFS where are the underwear 
look underwater world is. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: The plaza? 

Dan Swavely: Game works used to be there. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: The plaza? 

Dan Swavely: No, not the plaza! It's the Outrigger building. Where the whale comes 
that's a better one. 
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Senator Therese Terlaje: Okay and that also was a 10 plus 10. 

Dan Swavely: That's right. 

Senator Therese Terlaje: Thank you all! 

Dan Swavely: Can I please just state that the lumens that we recommend that come from 
the United States sign code kind council code as well as the decibels we recommended 
those are all that also comes out of the sign council but that's the basis. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Thank you very much, Senator Terlaje! You mentioned 
the three keep key points and I will look into your you know the review the statement 
that you make regarding the three key points and i'm kinda thinking about the penalties. 
Maybe, we do you think we need to increase the penalties and maybe carry on and more 
frequent enforcement on some of these sites. 

Christopher Morato: Thank you Senator for your question that is our opinion I believe 
that because the sign laws were written decades ago the penalties associate breaking the 
sign law is very very minimal. So that is a two-fold problem number one it doesn't 
prohibit people from breaking the law because literally like off-premise sign companies 
like ours literally can build signs and just pay the penalties every month because it's 
worth it. We would make more money tremendously more money than what we would 
have to pay in penalties number one number two those penalties and the funding that 
the government gets from those penalties are so minute that it won't even pay for the 
salary of one person that is hired by the Government to enforce the law. So that's why 
we've always recommended even when we were working on our off-premise sign bill 
and our variance. We've always recommended more of a penalty for breaking that law 
in order to get more funding to enforce it and then also to put more teeth into it. So that 
people don't break the law consciously. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: So, the enforcement agency will be DPW? Right! 

Christopher Morato: Yes, okay! 
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Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Another thing that I wanted to bring up is there any 
requirements in as far as the maximum force sustained winds that is required for 
depending on the is that depending on the size of the sign. 

Christopher Morato: Well yes. So, every sign that is installed or even it whether it be 
freestanding sign with its own structure or a sign that's put on the building is susceptible 
to all building codes of Guam. So, they do have to meet those strict building codes in 
regard to wind speeds, earthquakes and all the safety factors. So, before you even install 
a sign you have to get those permits from DPW. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: So maybe depending on the type of sign you know they 
give you them requirement of just you know the maximum force that sign can withstand. 

Christopher Morato: Yes, that is all part of the building code that even sign companies 
building and installing signs have to abide by. 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: Thank you very much! Go ahead Senator. 

Senator Telo Taitague: I have my question with regards to PIC when they put their 
banner down for that Marathon would you consider that illegal? 

Christopher Morato: Yes, we would consider that illegal that is more than in the current 
law that is more than 10% of the wall on which it's mounted you know. Yeah, so yes, we 
would consider that illegal. Oh, and also, sorry that is also an off premise sign the 
marathon is not a tenant of PIC and therefore it's considered off premise sign which is 
illegal on Guam. 

Senator Telo Taitague: Okay, thank you! 

Chairman Jose "Pedo" Terlaje: The Community and Public Safety or The Safety Military 
and Veterans Affairs, Marriage Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit has duly heard 
bill number 86 - 35 (COR) and act 2 at 6 1 5 4 7 both to article 5 chapter 61 title 21 Guam 
code annotated relative to exterior on premises signage in Hotel Resort Zone and 
Defining Digital Signage let me just add that the written testimony can be submitted to 
my office. You know I don't want to put out the address because you know you never 
find my office and maybe the first lady knows where my office is at but it's right after 
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the post office you see the Hava Java Coffee Shop almost right across Bank Pacific, my 
office is on top of the North side and that's a better way of putting it out and for 
everybody to find my office also. My email, you can send me on my email 
senatorpedo@senatorjpterlaje.com. Okay so just the for the record is Bridge Point 
Building Suite 202 140 Aspinall Ave. Hagatna, Guam 96910 but the first one I gave you 
regarding my location is a lot better. You can find my office that way. This public hearing 
is now adjourned, the time now is 4, 4, 4:27. 

The public hearing was adjourned at 4:27 p.m. 

III. FINDINGS & RECOMMEND A TIO NS 

At the recommendation of Mr. Dan Swavely and Mr. Mora to, the following amendments 
were made: 

• Public Service Announcement was defined further in the bill. 
• Digital sign.age will not exceed 20% of the allowable sign.age area on the facade of 

the building. 
• The 1:2.5 ratio mentioned was removed. This will allow for creative liberty when 

developing signs. 
• § 61547U) was amended removing the minimum area sign face. 
• Out of concern that the light from digital signs will pose a danger to the 

biodiversity in the area, a new§ 61547(p) was added to prevent any digital Sign.age 
from being placed on any building wall along Tumon beach that totally faces the 
ocean. 

The Committee on Public Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veteran Affairs, Mayors 
Council, Infrastructure and Public Transit hereby reports out Bill No. 86-35 (COR) As 
amended by the Committee - "AN ACT TO ADD§ 61541(£) AND A NEW§ 61547 BOTH 
TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE ANNOTATED, RELATIVE TO 
EXTERIOR ON-PREMISE SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND DEFINING DIGITAL 
SIGNAGE.". with the recommendation TO REPORT OUT ONLY. 
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I MINA 'TRENTAI SJNGKO NA LIHESLATURAN GUAHAN 
2019 (FIRST) Regular Session 

Bill No. <gt.o -35 (we ) 

Introduced by: Tina Rose Mufia Barnes ~ 

AN ACT TO ADD § 61541(f) AND A NEW § 61547 BOTH 
TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE 
ANNOTATED, RELATIVE TO EXTERIOR ON
PREMISE SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND 
DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE. 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF GUAM: 

2 Section 1. Legislative Findings and Intent. I Liheslaturan Guahan finds 

3 that Guam's sign law does not address signage in the H-Resort zone, which is 

4 heavily where the island's tourism industry exists. It is vital that modern signage 

5 techniques be permitted, which are prevalent at competing tourist destinations, 

6 while reflecting the scale and character of Guam's own attractiveness as a 

7 destination for visitors. 

8 This legislation does not authorize any bypassing process when it comes to 

9 an entity going through the standard process of securing a building and occupancy 

10 permit, prior to erecting an exterior sign. The legislation also focuses on exterior 

11 on-premise signage, to avoid an overly abundant degree of signage in our tourism 

12 zones. 

13 It is also vital to clearly define "Digital Signs" in the same capacity as 

14 identified by the United States Signs Council (USSC), in their creation of the 

15 "Model Sign Code", which establishes sign code regulations for various land uses, 
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1 including the number to be established, size, lighting and location. This legislation 

2 does not recreate any new wheels, rather defines the characteristics of digital signs, 

3 as they are utilized in many other resort zones nationally, while assuring that they 

4 exist within the codes established on Guam. 

5 Section 2. §61541(±) of Chapter 61, Title 21, Guam Code Annotated is 

6 hereby added to read as follows: 

7 "(f) In H-Resort zones no exterior signs shall be erected, displayed, or 

8 maintained except for signs indicating the name of a person, the type of 

9 business occupying the premises, or the name of the building or advertising 

10 relating to products and services and sales within the premise, provided that: 

11 (1) individual signs shall be non-flashing but may be audible 

12 and may be moving or changing. Moving or changing signs are digital 

13 signs, as defined in § 61547. On-premise signs do not constitute a 

14 form of outdoor lighting at night, and are exempt from any other 

15 outdoor lighting regulations that the Department of Public Works 

16 Building Official has adopted, or will adopt in the future, including 

17 the Guam Tropical Energy Code. 

18 (2) Individual digital signs may be placed flat on the building 

19 wall or behind a window or clear covering on the building wall, shall 

20 not be higher that the roof line of the building, and shall project no 

21 further that eighteen (18) inches from the wall to which they are 

22 attached. 

23 (3) Individual digital signs shall not be included in calculations 

24 to determine the allowable signage area on a fac;ade. 

25 ( 4) Digital signs, as identified in this Chapter, shall be subject 

26 to be Department of Public Works building permit process and may 
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1 be erected and operated onlv after a building permit and an occupancy 

2 permit are issued." 

3 Section 3. A new § 6154 7 is added to Article 5 of Chapter 61, Title 21, 

4 Guam Code Annotated, to read: 

5 "§ 61547. Digital Signage -Defined. 

6 (a) Digital signage is any device, visible from a public place, whose 

7 essential purpose and design are to convey either commercial or 

8 noncommercial messages by means of graphic presentation of alphabetic or 

9 pictorial symbols or representations. Digital signage is a category 

10 of electronic signage in which displays use technologies such as LCD, LED, 

11 projection and e-paper to display digital images, video or text. Digital 

12 signage can be used as a network of electronic displays that are centrally 

13 managed and individually addressable for the display of text, animated 

14 and/or video messages for advertising, information, entertainment and 

15 merchandising to targeted audiences. 

16 (b) Digital signage may include animated signs which employ actual 

17 motion, the illusion of motion, or light and/or color changes achieved 

18 through mechanical, electrical, or electronic means and be electrically 

19 activated by means of electronic, electrical, or electromechanical input 

20 and/or illumination capable of simulating movement through employment of 

21 the characteristics of patterned illusionary movement characterized by 

22 simulated movement through alternate or sequential activation of various 

23 illuminated elements for the purpose of producing repetitive light patterns 

24 designed to appear in some form of constant motion. 

25 ( c) Digital signage may include changeable signs with the capability 

26 of content change by means of remote input whose message, copy or content 

27 can be changed by means of remote, electrically energized on-off switching 
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1 combinations of alphabetic or pictographic components arranged on a 

2 display surface. Illumination may be integral to the components, such as 

3 characterized by lamps or other light-emitting devices; or it may be from an 

4 external light source designed to reflect off the changeable component 

5 display. 

6 (d) Digital signage is generally illuminated by the use of artificial 

7 light projecting through its surface. 

8 (e) Digital signage may be multiple-faced signs containing two (2) or 

9 more faces. 

10 (g) Digital signage may be audible but not to exceed seventy-five (75) 

11 decibels. 

12 (h) Digital signage shall only be used on on-premise signs which are 

13 erected, maintained or used in the outdoor environment, or visible from the 

14 outside environment, for the purpose of the display of messages appurtenant 

15 only to products or services sold on the premise on which the digital sign is 

16 displayed and for Public Service Announcements. 

17 (i) Digital signage shall not have a sign face exceeding one hundred 

18 and sixty-five (165) square feet with a ratio of sign height to sign length not 

19 in excess of 1 :2.5. For purposes of these dimensions, sign face is the surface 

20 against or through which the sign copy is displayed or illustrated, not 

21 including structural supports, architectural features of a building or sign 

22 structure, nonstructural thematic or decorative trim, or any areas that are 

23 separated from the background surface upon which the sign copy is 

24 displayed by a distinct delineation, such as a reveal or border and: 

25 ( 1 )in the case of panel or cabinet type signs, the sign face shall 

26 include the entire area of the sign panel, cabinet or face substrate upon 

27 which the sign copy is displayed or illustrated, but not open space 
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1 between separate panels or cabinets; and 

2 (2) in the case of sign copy enclosed within a painted or 

3 illuminated border, or displayed on a background contrasting in color 

4 with the color of the building or structure, the sign face shall comprise 

5 the area within the contrasting background, or within the painted or 

6 illuminated border. 

7 Ci) Digital signage shall not have a sign face smaller than forty ( 40) 

8 square feet with a ratio of sign height to sign length not in excess of 1 :2.5. 

9 (k) Any one premise may have up to two (2) digital signs. For 

10 purposes of this Section, premise shall mean land and the structures on it and 

11 operated as one business entity, regardless whether the land is owned or 

12 leased or whether the land is a single or multiple lots. 

13 (1) Digital signage shall be generally characterized by the following 

14 terms: Display Time, Dissolve, Fade, Dynamic Frame Effect, Frame, Frame 

15 Effect, Scroll, Transition, and Travel. 

16 (1) Display Time- The amount of time a message and/or graphic 

17 is displayed. 

18 (2) Dissolve- A mode of message transition accomplished by 

19 varying the light intensity or pattern, in which the first message 

20 gradually appears to dissipate and lose legibility with the gradual 

21 appearance and legibility of the second message. 

22 (3) Fade- A mode of message transition accomplished by 

23 varying the light intensity, where the first message gradually reduces 

24 intensity to the point of not being legible and the subsequent message 

25 gradually increases intensity to the point of legibility. 

26 ( 4) Dynamic Frame Effect- A frame effect in which the illusion 

27 of motion and/or animation is used. 
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1 (5) Frame- A complete, static display screen. 

2 ( 6) Frame Effect- A visual effect applied to a single frame. 

3 (7) Scroll- A mode of message transition in which the message 

4 appears to move vertically across the display surface. 

5 (8) Transition- A visual effect used to change from one 

6 message to another. 

7 (9) Travel- A mode of message transition in which the message 

8 appears to move horizontally across the display surface. 

9 (m) For purposes of this Section, digital signage is not Electronic 

10 Message Signage, generally defined as a free-standing sign that changes 

11 messages by any electronic process or remote control and generally displays 

12 messages about other off-premise businesses. 

13 (n) Sign luminance refers to the amount of light falling upon a real or 

14 imaginary surface, commonly called "light level" or "illumination", and is 

15 measured in foot candles (lumens/square foot). One (1) foot candle is equal 

16 to one (I) lumen per square foot and can be measured by means of an 

17 luminance meter. Signs may be illuminated consistent with the following 

18 standards: 

19 (1) Any permitted digital sign may be illuminated at night. 

20 Signs that are illuminated at night may not exceed a maximum 

21 luminance level of seventy (70) foot candles, regardless of the method 

22 of illumination. 

23 (2) Signs that have external illumination, whether the lighting is 

24 mounted above or below the sign face or panel, shall have lighting 

25 fixtures or luminaries that are fully shielded. 

26 (3) All illuminated signs shall comply with the maximum 

27 luminance level of seventy (70) foot candles at least one-half hour 
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1 before Apparent Sunset, as determined by the National Oceanic and 

2 Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), US Department of Commerce, 

3 for Guam. All illuminated signs must comply with this maximum 

4 luminance level throughout the night, if the sign is energized, until 

5 Apparent Sunrise, as determined by the NOAA, at which time the sign 

6 may resume luminance levels appropriate for daylight conditions, 

7 when required or appropriate. 

8 (o) Digital signs shall be properly maintained. Damaged or non-

9 functional digital signage shall be repaired within ninety (90) days, or the 

10 permitted will be issued a Notice of Violation by the Building Official from 

11 the Department of Public Works." 

12 Section 4. Severability. If any provision of this Act or its application to any 

13 person or circumstance is found to be invalid or contrary to law, such invalidity 

14 shall not affect other provisions or applications of this Act that can be given effect 

15 without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this 

16 Act are severable. 

17 Section 5. Effective Date. This Act shall become effective immediately 

18 upon enactment. 
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I MINA 'TRENTAI SINGKO NA LIHESLATURAN GUAHAN 
2019 (FIRST) Regular Session 

Bill No. 86-35 (COR) 
As amended by the Committee on Public 
Safety, Border Safety, Military and Veterans 
Affairs, Mayors' Council, Infrastructure 
and Public Transit. 

Introduced by: Tina Rose Mufia Barnes 

AN ACT TO ADD § 61541(1) AND A NEW § 61547 BOTH 
TO ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE 
ANNOTATED, RELATIVE TO EXTERIOR ON
PREMISE SIGNAGE IN H-RESORT ZONES AND 
DEFINING DIGITAL SIGNAGE. 

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF GUAM: 

2 Section 1. Legislative Findings and Intent. I Liheslaturan Guahan finds 

3 that Guam's sign law does not address signage in the H-Resort zone, which is 

4 heavily where the island's tourism industry exists. It is vital that modem signage 

5 techniques be permitted, which are prevalent at competing tourist destinations, 

6 while reflecting the scale and character of Guam's own attractiveness as a 

7 destination for visitors. 

8 This legislation does not authorize any bypassing process when it comes to 

9 an entity going through the standard process of securing a building and occupancy 

1 O permit, prior to erecting an exterior sign. The legislation also focuses on exterior 

11 on-premise signage, to avoid an overly abundant degree of signage in our tourism 

12 zones. 
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1 It is also vital to clearly define "Digital Signs" in the same capacity as 

2 identified by the United States Signs Council (USSC), in their creation of the 

3 "Model Sign Code", which establishes sign code regulations for various land uses, 

4 including the number to be established, size, lighting and location. This legislation 

5 does not recreate any new wheels, rather defines the characteristics of digital signs, 

6 as they are utilized in many other resort zones nationally, while assuring that they 

7 exist within the codes established on Guam. 

8 Section 2. §61541(f) of Chapter 61, Title 21, Guam Code Annotated is 

9 hereby added to read as follows: 

10 "(f) In H-Resort zones no exterior signs shall be erected, displayed, or 

11 maintained except for signs indicating the name of a person, the type of 

12 business occupying the premises, or the name of the building or advertising 

13 relating to products and services and sales within the premise, provided that: 

14 (1) individual signs shall be non-flashing but may be audible 

15 and may be moving or changing. Moving or changing signs are digital 

16 signs, as defmed in § 6154 7. On-premise signs do not constitute a 

17 form of outdoor lighting at night and are exempt from any other 

18 outdoor lighting regulations that the Department of Public Works 

19 Building Official has adopted, or will adopt in the future, including 

20 the Guam Tropical Energy Code. 

21 (2) Individual digital signs may be placed flat on the building 

22 wall or behind a window or clear covering on the building wall, shall 

23 not be higher that the roof line of the building, and shall project no 

24 further that eighteen (18) inches from the wall to which they are 

25 attached. 

26 (3) Individual digital signs shall ftet be included in calculations 

27 to determine the allowable signage area on a facade. 
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1 (4) Digital signs, as identified in this Chapter, shall be subject 

2 to be Department of Public Works building permit process and may 

3 be erected and operated only after a building permit and an occupancy 

4 permit are issued." 

5 Section 3. A new § 61547 is added to Article 5 of Chapter 61, Title 21, 

6 Guam Code Annotated, to read: 

7 "§ 61547. Digital Signage - Defined. 

8 (a) Digital signage is any device, visible from a public place, whose 

9 essential purpose and design are to convey either commercial or 

1 O noncommercial messages by means of graphic presentation of alphabetic or 

11 pictorial symbols or representations. Digital signage is a category 

12 of electronic signage in which displays use technologies such as LCD, LED, 

13 projection and e-paper to display digital images, video or text. Digital 

14 signage can be used as a network of electronic displays that are centrally 

15 managed and individually addressable for the display of text, animated 

16 and/or video messages for advertising, information, entertainment and 

17 merchandising to targeted audiences. 

18 (b) Digital signage may include animated signs which employ actual 

19 motion, the illusion of motion, or light and/or color changes achieved 

20 through mechanical, electrical, or electronic means and be electrically 

21 activated by means of electronic, electrical, or electromechanical input 

22 and/or illumination capable of simulating movement through employment of 

23 the characteristics of patterned illusionary movement characterized by 

24 simulated movement through alternate or sequential activation of various 

25 illuminated elements for the purpose of producing repetitive light patterns 

26 designed to appear in some form of constant motion. 

27 (c) Digital signage may include changeable signs with the capability 
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1 of content change by means of remote input whose message, copy or content 

2 can be changed by means of remote, electrically energized on-off switching 

3 combinations of alphabetic or pictographic components arranged on a 

4 display surface. Illumination may be integral to the components, such as 

5 characterized by lamps or other light-emitting devices; or it may be from an 

6 external light source designed to reflect off the changeable component 

7 display. 

8 (d) Digital signage is generally illuminated by the use of artificial 

9 light projecting through its surface. 

10 (e) Digital signage may be multiple-faced signs containing two (2) or 

11 more faces. 

12 (g) Digital signage may be audible but not to exceed seventy-five (75) 

13 decibels. 

14 (h) Digital signage shall only be used on on-premise signs which are 

15 erected, maintained or used in the outdoor environment, or visible from the 

16 outside environment, for the purpose of the display of messages appurtenant 

17 only to products or services sold on the premise on which the digital sign is 

18 displayed and for Public Service Announcements. For pumoses of this 

19 subsection. Public Service Announcements are limited to factual information 

20 about public health and safety topics and shall inform and educate. not sell a 

21 product or service. 

22 (i) Digital signage shall not have a sign face exceeding twenty percent 

23 (20%) of the allowable signage area on the facade of the building. as 

24 prescribed by law or by a variance from the Guam Land Use Commission. 

25 except that in no case shall digital signage area exceed two signs of one 

26 hundred and sixty-five (165) square feet each with a ratio of sign height to 

27 sign length not in exeess of 1 :2.5. For purposes of these dimensions, sign 
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1 face is the surface against or through which the sign copy is displayed or 

2 illustrated, not including structural supports, architectural features of a 

3 building or sign structure, nonstructural thematic or decorative trim, or any 

4 areas that are separated from the background surface upon which the sign 

5 copy is displayed by a distinct delineation, such as a reveal or border and: 

6 (l)in the case of panel or cabinet type signs, the sign face shall 

7 include the entire area of the sign panel, cabinet or face substrate upon 

8 which the sign copy is displayed or illustrated, but not open space 

9 between separate panels or cabinets; and 

1 O (2) in the case of sign copy enclosed within a painted or 

11 illuminated border, or displayed on a background contrasting in color 

12 with the color of the building or structure, the sign face shall comprise 

13 the area within the contrasting background, or within the painted or 

14 illuminated border. 

15 (j) Digital signage shall not have a minimum area sign face smaller 

16 than forty (4 0) square feet ·.vith a ratio of sign height to sign length not in 

17 excess of 1 :2.5. 

18 (k) Any one premise may have up to two (2) digital signs. For 

19 purposes of this Section, premise shall mean land and the structures on it and 

20 operated as one business entity, regardless whether the land is owned or 

21 leased or whether the land is a single or multiple lots. 

22 (I) Digital signage shall be generally characterized by the following 

23 terms: Display Time, Dissolve, Fade, Dynamic Frame Effect, Frame, Frame 

24 Effect, Scroll, Transition, and Travel. 

25 (1) Display Time- The amount of time a message and/or graphic 

26 is displayed. 

27 (2) Dissolve- A mode of message transition accomplished by 
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1 varying the light intensity or pattern, in which the first message 

2 gradually appears to dissipate and lose legibility with the gradual 

3 appearance and legibility of the second message. 

4 (3) Fade- A mode of message transition accomplished by 

5 varying the light intensity, where the first message gradually reduces 

6 intensity to the point of not being legible and the subsequent message 

7 gradually increases intensity to the point of legibility. 

8 ( 4) Dynamic Frame Effect- A frame effect in which the illusion 

9 of motion and/or animation is used. 

10 (5) Frame- A complete, static display screen. 

11 ( 6) Frame Effect- A visual effect applied to a single frame. 

12 (7) Scroll- A mode of message transition in which the message 

13 appears to move vertically across the display surface. 

14 (8) Transition- A visual effect used to change from one 

15 message to another. 

16 (9) Travel- A mode of message transition in which the message 

17 appears to move horizontally across the display surface. 

18 (m) For purposes of this Section, digital signage is not Electronic 

19 Message Signage, generally defined as a free-standing sign that changes 

20 messages by any electronic process or remote control and generally displays 

21 messages about other off-premise businesses. 

22 (n) Sign luminance refers to the amount of light falling upon a real or 

23 imaginary surface, commonly called "light level" or "illumination", and is 

24 measured in foot candles (lumens/square foot). One (1) foot candle is equal 

25 to one (1) lumen per square foot and can be measured by means of an 

26 luminance meter. Signs may be illuminated consistent with the following 

27 standards: 
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1 (1) Any permitted digital sign may be illuminated at night. 

2 Signs that are illuminated at night may not exceed a maximum 

3 luminance level of seventy (70) foot candles, regardless of the method 

4 of illumination. 

5 (2) Signs that have external illumination, whether the lighting is 

6 mounted above or below the sign face or panel, shall have lighting 

7 fixtures or luminaries that are fully shielded. 

8 (3) All illuminated signs shall comply with the maximum 

9 luminance level of seventy (70) foot candles at least one-half hour 

1 O before Apparent Sunset, as determined by the National Oceanic and 

11 Atmospheric Administration {NOAA), US Department of Commerce, 

12 for Guam. All illuminated signs must comply with this maximum 

13 luminance level throughout the night, if the sign is energized, until 

14 Apparent Sunrise, as determined by the NOAA, at which time the sign 

15 may resume luminance levels appropriate for daylight conditions, 

16 when required or appropriate. 

17 (o) Digital signs shall be properly maintained. Damaged or non-

18 functional digital signage shall be repaired within ninety (90) days, or the 

19 permittee will be issued a Notice of Violation by the Building Official from 

20 the Department of Public Works. 

21 (p) Digital signage authorized by this Act shall not be placed on any 

22 building wall along Tumon beach that totally faces the ocean." 

23 Section 4. Severability. If any provision of this Act or its application to any 

24 person or circumstance is found to be invalid or contrary to law, such invalidity 

25 shall not affect other provisions or applications of this Act that can be given effect 

26 without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this 

27 Act are severable. 
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1 Section 5. Effective Date. This Act shall become effective immediately 

2 upon enactment. 
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Senator Amanda L. Shelton. 
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Speaker Tina Muna Barnes, 
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Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson. 
Member 

Senator Kelly Marsh (Taitano) , Ph .D .. 
Member 

COMMITTEE ON RULES 
SENATOR REGINE BISCOE LEE, CHAIR 

Senator Sabina Flores Perez 
Member 

Senator Clynton E. Ridgell 
Member 

I MINA'TRENTAI S/NGKO NA LIHESLATURAN GUAHAN 
35rH GUAM LEGISLATURE 

May 30, 2019 

MEMO 
To: 

From: 

Re: 

Rennae Meno 
Clerk of the Legislature 

Senator Regine Biscoe Lee 
Chairperson, Committee on Rules 

Fiscal Note Waiver 

Buenos yon Hafo odoi. 

Attached, please find the fiscal note waiver for the following bill: 

Bill No. 86-35 (COR) 

Senator Joe S. San Agusti1 
Memb< 

Senator Jose "Pedo" TerlajE 
Membe 

Senator Therese M. Terlaje 
Membe 

Senator James C. Moylar 
Membe 

Senator Mary Camacho Torre~ 

Member an< 
Chair, Subcommittee on Protocc . 

Please forward the same to Management Information Services (MIS) for posting on our 
website. 

For any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact Mary Maravilla, Committee on 
Rules Director at 472-2461 . 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. 

16.l, 1 
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BUREAU OF BUDGET & MANAGEMENT RESEARCH 

LOURDES A. LEON GUERRERO 
GOVERNOR 

JOSHUA F. TENORIO 
LIEITTENAJllT GOVERNOR 

HAY 3 0 2019 
Senator Regine Biscoe Lee 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

Post Office Box 2950, HagAma Guam 96932 

Legislative Secretary and Chairperson, Committee on Rules 
I Mina'Trentai Singko na Liheslaturan Guiihan 
35th Guam Legislature 
Guam Congress Building 
163 Chalan Santo Papa 
Hagatna, Guam 96910 

H(~/a adai! Senator Biscoe Lee: 

LESTER L. CARLSON JR. 
DIRECTOR 

The Bureau requests that Bill No(s). 86-35 (COR) be granted a waiver pursuant to Public Law 
J 2-229 as amended for the following reason(s): 

The Bill adds§ 6l541(f) and a new§ 61547 both to Article 5, Chapter 61, Title 21, Guam 
Code Annotated, relative to exterior on-premise signage in H-Resort Zones and defining 
Digital Signage. The intent is administrative in nature as submitted for legislative 
consideration, and does not impact any government funds of the Government of Guam. 
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